
Major Histocompatibility Complex

Humoral Cell-mediated

B-cells T-cells

B Cells T cells
Recoginize Ags (by their
recptors ):
1.On cell surface
2.Circulating alone (soluble
Ags)

Recognize only
peptide Ags , and
when they are bound
to MHC on the cell
surface

Types of T-cells
(1)T-helper (CD4)
(2)Cytotoxic (CD8) aka cytolytic
(3)Reg T-cells
Func➡ ⬇ and control the immune
resp

Microbe / soluble ag
⏬

Internalized by APC ,processed
⏬

Presented on the surface of the APC combined w/
MHC II

⏬
T-helper binds to the presented Ag

⏬
Activated T-helper cell that secrete cytokines which

perform the following functions :
1)Activation of macrophages
2)Activation of inflammation
3)Help in activation and mturation of B-cells
into plasma cells
4)Activation and proliferation of T-cells (CD-8)

Virally-infected cell
Malignant cell

⏬
Intracellular Ags produced in the cytoplasm

(whether bcz of the virus / malignant
transformation of the cell )

⏬
Process of intracellular Ags , then presented on

the cell surface combined w/ MHCI
⏬

CTLs binds to the presented peptide Ag to be
activated

Note :
(1)All cells in the body can be infected by viri /
can transform into malignant cells ➡ cells
which present MHCI involve all nucleated cells
in the body + platelets .
Whereas , APCs of MHCII are ⏩ B cells ,
dendritic cells , macrophages .

(2)Always remember ⏩ intracellular viral Ags ,
and intracellular malignancy-related Ags in
cytoplasm ⏩ presented on MHCI by all
nucleated cells in the body&platelets for ⏩
CTLs .



MHC :
(1)First discovered as mediator of organ
transplant rejection ⏩ Named so bcz of
their role in determining tissue
compatibility b/w individuals .
(2)First detected onWBCs by Abs ⏩ so
called HLA .
(3)Encoding genes are clustered on ch 6
(highly polymorphic)
(4)There are two classes of MHC :

a) MHC I
b) MHC II

Genetic Polymorphism of MHC :
◾MHC is polygenic and polymorphic
◾MHC genes are extensively polymorphic
w/ multiple forms (alleles) of each gene

⭐This feature is at the level of
population not the individual (every cell
in each individual expresses the same
set of MHCmolecules)

Class I MHC
-Expressed on ⏩ All nucleated cells & Platelets .
-Heterodimer :

⭐Polymorphic α (heavy) chain .
⭐Non-polymorphic protein ⏩ β-2 microglobulin .
(These two are connected by non-covalent bond)

◾Encoded by 3 genes ⏩ HLA-A , HLA-B , HLA-C
◾Has ext.c region of 3 domains ⏩ α-1 , α-2 , α-3 (conserved)

Form cleft that binds the
peptide Ag (it’s of diff aa
seq b/w diff alleles)

Broad specificity

Recap :
They display peptides that are localized in the cytoplasm
and usually produced in the cell

⭐The peptides in this case are recognized by cytotoxic T
cells (= CD8+ lymphocytes)

Proteins that are produced in the cell
⏬

Degraded in proteosome
⏬

Transferred into ER where they bind
newly-synthesized MHC I

⏬
The molecule now associates w/ β2-microglobulin

⏬
Transported to the cell membrane

α-3 domain of class I MHCmolecule is
non-polymorphic and it has a binding site
for CD8 ⏩ the cell that will recognize the
peptide-MHC I complex is the CD8+ (CTL)

✔TCR recognizes peptide-MHC I
complex.
✔CD8 molecule on this T cell (acts as a
co-receptor) binds to the class I heavy
chain .
✔Called :Class I MHC-restricted

Class II MHC
-Encoded in the region HLA-D : (PQR)
3 Subregions ⏩ HLA-DP , HLA-DQ , HLA-DR

-Heterodimer of α and β chains ⏩ both are
polymorphic
- Each of the chains has an Ext.c portion :
(1)α chain ⏩ α -1 & α-2
(2)β chain ⏩ β -1 & β-2

Has binding site for
CD4(act as a co-receptor)
on CD4+ T cells (T-helper)

Form the cleft (site of peptide recognition)
-Polymorphic (diff aa seq)

⭐ Internalized ext.c
microbe
⭐ Internalized soluble
protein

⏬
Proteolytic digestion in
endosomes/lysosomes

⏬
Attached to MHCII

⏬
Transported in vesicles to
the cell membrane

MHCII is expressed on cells that: present ingested Ags and
respond to T-cell help .

Macrophages
Dendritic cells
B cells

Other molecules encoded in MHC locus include :
Cytokines ⏩ TNF & Lymphotoxin
Some complement components (MHC class III)


